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Greetings all! 

This year has been one for the books! We started 2020 with the kickoff meeting for FCDGC in sunny San 

Diego. The meeting marked the first time the whole group was together. Presentations were given about the 

incredible work of the Patient Advocacy Groups, the start up of the natural history of CDG study, 

accomplishments in the Biomarker Core,  the impact of Narrative Medicine on the CDG community, 

upcoming clinical trials, and involvement of the NIH and the RDCRN/DMCC within our group. Shortly after 

this meeting, we were all bombarded with COVID-19  and had to adapt to a new way of life and work. We 

grew to understand ours and our patients’ level of resilience and commitment to this important research.  

Throughout the pandemic, we adapted to a new way of medicine, by performing telehealth visits in place of 

in person visits. We learned to communicate with and care for our precious patients better virtually than ever 

before. Our patients have really come through for us on our study enrollment into the natural history study, 

even with the quarantines and travel restrictions in place (over 70 patients are consented!).  The Natural 

History Core also buckled down and worked with the DMCC to build an extensive database to store the 

valuable information the natural history study is collecting. This has been a huge accomplishment and will 

help us to analyze this important data more efficiently.  

The Biomarker Core  has worked tirelessly to publish over seven papers on CDG since the start of our grant, 

including papers on GALNT2, SLC35A2, PGM1,  ALG13, and many more. The core has also established a new 

biomarker for PMM2-CDG, as well as discovered new assays for CAD-CDG. The transferrin glycoform 

analysis was also cross-validated between diagnostic centers. That is huge news for CDG-diagnostics!  

Additionally, in the Pilot & Feasibility Core, two great research projects were honored this year regarding the 

roles of glycoRNA species in CDG and a novel Mouse Models of PGM1-CDG. We are very proud that a third 

project regarding acetazolamide’s efficacy in ataxia in PMM2-CDG has been funded via CDG-CARE. Great job 

everyone!  Great job everyone!   

 

 



The Administrative Core collaborated with the RDCRN to build our FCDGC website and maintain the 

Twitter account.  

The remainder of this year and next, we look forward to collaborating with CDG Care on the Acetazolamide 

clinical trial in patients with PMM2-CDG suffering from ataxia. CDG Care chose this study to fund during the 

last Research Funding application call. We also look forward to beginning work on a clinical trial with 

Cerecor for PGM1-CDG patients  who will be taking a D-galactose supplement.  

The Career Enhancement Core welcomed it’s first CDG Fellow, Christin Johnsen, who has been training with 

the Mayo team this year. There have also been several great lectures given by our consortium members to 

other CDG colleagues, patients, and families.  

This year, while a little hectic, has been incredibly productive in working towards diagnostics, therapy, and 

treatments for CDG patients and we could not be more proud of how far this great group has come. Thank 

you to everyone: our investigators, fellows, technicians, study coordinators, patient advocacy groups, and our 

wonderful patients! This would not be possible without your dedication and determination. 

Happy holidays to you all, and best wishes for the New Year! 

Eva Morava-Kozicz and Kaitlin Schwartz, on behalf of our SUPER team 


